We consider the Higgs portal Z 2 scalar model as the minimal extension of the Standard Model (SM) to incorporate the dark matter. We analyze this model by using the two-loop renormalization group equations. We find that the dark matter mass is bounded to be lighter than 1000 GeV within the framework that we have proposed earlier, where the Higgs inflation occurs above the SM cutoff Λ, thanks to the fact that the Higgs potential becomes much smaller than its typical value in the SM: V Λ 4 . We can further fix the dark matter mass to be 400 GeV < m DM < 470 GeV if we impose that the cutoff is at the string scale Λ ∼ 10
Introduction and summary
Recent discovery of the Higgs boson [1, 2] determines all the parameters of the Standard Model (SM) except for the neutrino sector. Since we have seen nothing beyond the SM at the Large Hadron Collider so far, it becomes more important to consider a scenario where SM is not much altered up to a very high scale such as the string (Planck) scale, around 10 17 (10 18 ) GeV. If we extrapolate the obtained SM parameters toward this scale assuming no new physics, we find a curious situation that both the Higgs self coupling λ and its beta function β λ become very small [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , as well as the bare Higgs mass m 2 B [8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14] ; see also Ref. [15] for the earlier two-loop computation of m 2 B . This fact may give us a hint for a deeper understanding of the Planck scale physics, and is very interesting. So far, there are several proposals of the physics behind this fact: the multiple point principle (MPP) [16, 17, 18] , the asymptotic safety [19] , the scale invariance [20, 21, 22, 23] , the maximum entropy principle [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] , the hidden duality and symmetry [29, 30] , etc. There are also bottom-up approaches to extend the SM to realize such a structure at high scales [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] . The flat potential, namely the vanishing quartic coupling around the string scale, is interesting not only theoretically but also phenomenologically.
Recently, the authors have pointed out the possibility that this flat potential can be used for the cosmic inflation [41] . More concrete model can be found in Refs. [42, 43] , where the inflation scale is sufficiently large to explain the recently observed B-mode polarization, i.e. the large tensor-to-scalar ratio, by the BICEP2 experiment [44] . See also Refs. [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64] .
However, it is certain that we need to extend the SM since it does not contain a dark matter (DM). It is probable that Nature chooses minimal extension among many candidate models since it has not shown us any symptom of new physics at the Large Hadron Collider so far. One of the most minimal models is the gauge singlet scalar model with the Z 2 symmetry [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 36] . This model is well studied so that the relation between the mass of the DM and its coupling to the Higgs is constrained to yield the correct thermal abundance of the DM; the bounds from the collider and (in)direct detection experiments are also examined; see Ref. [72] for the latest analysis.
In this paper, we study the modification of the running of the SM parameters in this model. Particularly, we examine the running of the Higgs quartic coupling to check its consistency with the Higgs inflation above the SM cutoff [41] . 1 One may think of the possibility of using this singlet dark matter as the inflaton. However, its quartic coupling does not become small in the minimal model since it does not have a Yukawa coupling. Therefore
We show that the DM mass must be smaller than 1000 GeV in order for the SM Higgs potential to be smaller than the inflation energy 10 65 GeV 4 all the way up to the string scale ∼ 10 17 GeV. It is interesting that the allowed region is testable in future direct detection experiments [72] .
We further get the DM mass 400 GeV < m DM < 470 GeV if we impose the flatness of the Higgs potential λ β λ 0 around the string scale 10
17 GeV, as is expected from the MPP or is required in the Higgs inflation at the critical point [41, 43] . This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review the Z 2 scalar model and its allowed region of the parameter space. In Section 3, we briefly explain the flat potential Higgs inflation, and its constraint on the parameter space. We will see that the DM mass is strongly constrained. In Section 4, we conclude this paper.
Z scalar model
We add a gauge singlet real scalar S to the SM. We further impose the Z 2 symmetry under which the SM fields are even and S is odd. This Z 2 assignment prohibits the decay of S into the SM particles, making it stable. The Lagrangian is:
Let us first see the behavior of S as the DM. The mass eigenvalue is
where v 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV). The singlet S takes part in the thermal bath of the SM sector through the coupling κ to the Higgs. After this interaction is frozen out, the abundance of S is fixed. Therefore, the abundance solely depends on the DM mass m DM and the coupling κ, and is independent of the self coupling ρ. For m DM m h ( 126 GeV), the condition for the correct thermal abundance is [72] log 10 κ −3.63 + 1.04 log 10 m DM GeV ,
which is roughly m DM ∼ 330 GeV × κ 0.1
. On the other hand, the light DM is constrained from the invisible decay width of the Higgs at the 95% C.L. [72] :
we do not consider the possibility of using the scalar dark matter as the inflaton. It may be interesting to pursue such a possibility in the model where the Higgs portal scalar has a Yukawa coupling to extra fermion; see e.g. Ref. [73] and references therein.
The direct detection bound from XENON100 (2012) leaves two allowed regions within 90% C.L. [72] :
Here, we use the two-loop RGEs summarized in Appendix A. The initial condition for the SM parameters follow from Ref. [ 
λ(M t ) = 0.12711 + 0.00206
On the other hand, we can freely choose the parameters for S. Hereafter, we put subscript 0 on the parameters at the top mass scale µ = M t , and we treat κ 0 and ρ 0 as free input parameters. Though the DM mass is different from the top mass, we neglect this small threshold correction and use the RGEs shown in Appendix A from µ = M t . The parameters κ 0 , ρ 0 are not totally free but bounded by the perturbativity and stability of the theory:
• For perturbativity, it is required that κ and ρ cannot be too large up to the ultraviolet cutoff scale of the model. In this paper, we take this cutoff to be the typical string scale ∼ 10 17 GeV. In Fig. 1 , we have shown the region where both κ and ρ are smaller than unity. In this figure, the left of the two solid black lines corresponds to the weak coupling region. This leads to the constraint:
2 The latest combined result for the top quark mass is 173.34 ± 0.76 GeV [74] . In this paper, we use the capital letter for the top quark mass to indicate that it is the pole mass. Note that there can be a discrepancy between the pole mass M t and the one measured at the hadron colliders [74] ; see e.g. Refs. [6, 12] . The latter is obtained as an invariant mass of the color singlet final states, whereas the former is a pole of a colored quark. At the hadron colliders, the observed tt pair is dominantly color octet, and there may be discrepancy of order 1-2 GeV caused by drawing extra lines in the Feynman diagram to make the singlet final states. We thank Yukinari Sumino on this point. See also Ref. [75] . (This footnote is shared with the version 2 of Ref. [42] to appear.) 17 GeV. These solid lines hardly move when we vary the SM parameters within the experimental errors.
• Next let us move on to the stability bound. The parameter κ does not change its sign through the RG running; ρ monotonically increases; if ρ 0 ≥ 0, this sector does not lead to an instability. Therefore, the instability bound is simply that λ keeps to be positive up to the cutoff scale Λ. We have plotted this bound in the M t vs κ 0 plane in the left of Fig. 2 . We see that stability is recovered by introducing κ 0 of 0 to 0.3 depending on the top quark pole mass M t . In the right of Fig. 2 , we plot λ(µ) for the case where λ takes its minimum value 0 around 10 17 GeV.
Let us examine how the fact that the bare Higgs mass becomes zero at the high scale is affected by inclusion of the extra Z 2 scalar. At one-loop level, the bare Higgs mass becomes:
where the running couplings are evaluated at the cutoff scale Λ. The y 2 t term is the biggest for a low cutoff scale, whereas the gauge couplings and κ dominate over y 17 GeV, the allowed region is below the lower red line in the right of the µ min = 10
17 GeV contour, and is below the upper green line in the left of the µ min = 10 17 GeV contour. We see that varying ρ 0 does not change the stability bound much. Right: RG flow of λ(µ) for M t = 171.9 GeV, κ 0 = 0.14, and ρ 0 = 0.1. We see that λ takes its minimum λ min = 0 around 10 17 GeV. Other parameters are set to be m h = 126 GeV, α S = 0.1184, and m W = 80.384 GeV. This is always negative and does not become zero for any cutoff scale.
The bare masses become important when the temperature of the universe becomes close to Λ. The Hubble constant during the inflation gives the temperature of the de Sitter vacuum. At lower energies, the effective potential is given by the renormalized mass rather than the bare one, see e.g. Appendix B of Ref. [41] . Therefore these bare masses are irrelevant if Λ is much larger than the Hubble scale.
Higgs inflation constraint
We discuss the constraint on the DM mass from the Higgs inflation above cutoff that we have proposed in Ref. [41] . 
Constraint from flat potential Higgs inflation
In this scenario, we focus on the fact that the SM Higgs potential becomes flat, namely the quartic coupling λ and its beta function β λ becomes small, at high scales. The RG improved Higgs potential is
where we have chosen the renormalization scale µ = h for the running coupling in order to minimize the loop correction. We can have a saddle point of this potential by tuning M t , but this point cannot solely explain the small scalar perturbation; see e.g. Appendix A of Ref. [41] . In the Higgs inflation scenario we proposed earlier [41] , we assume that the Higgs potential becomes flat above the cutoff scale of the SM, leading to the inflation. We do not know the shape of the potential above the cutoff scale, and there is a good chance that Nature realizes this scenario. Since the prediction of the inflation depends on the physics beyond the cutoff scale, one may think that this is too arbitrary. However, there are two constraints in order to achieve this scenario [41] :
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• The detection of the scalar and tensor perturbation gives the upper bound on the value of the potential:
where we have used the BICEP2 bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r = 0.16
−0.05 [44] .
• The monotonicity bound requires that the Higgs potential is monotonically increasing up to the cutoff Λ:
This is required in order to avoid the so-called graceful exit problem in the end of the inflation [41] . One may consider a possibility that there appears another positive minimum below Λ, and ϕ goes over the barrier between this minimum and the electroweak one. As is stated in footnote 4, such a parameter region is narrow in the M t -Λ plane, and we neglect it; see e.g. Fig. 1 in Ref. [42] .
We plot these two bound in the case of the SM in Fig. 4 .
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We note that in this scenario of the Higgs inflation above cutoff Λ, there is a lower bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r: In the slow roll approximation, r = 16 V . The magnitude of the scalar perturbation A s = V * /24π 2 M 4 P V is fixed to be A s = 2.2 × 10 −9 . The potential height during the inflation V * should be larger than the potential height at the cutoff: V * > V (Λ). In particular, we get r > 10 
Dark matter mass prediction
One of the most likely cutoffs is the string scale ∼ 10 17 GeV. The typical height of the potential is then V ∼ (10 17 ) 4 GeV 4 = 10 68 GeV 4 , which leads to too large tensor-to-scalar ratio to fit the observed cosmic microwave background spectrum. However, λ becomes small around Λ for a range of κ, and we can evade this bounds. To repeat, for the Higgs inflation above the cutoff, it is important that the discovered Higgs mass leads to very small λ at high scales in the SM and in its extensions.
Let us show that the DM mass is strongly constrained from the conditions explained in Sec. 3.1. In the left (right) of Fig. 5 , we plot the excluded regions in the M t vs κ plane for the cutoff scale Λ = 10 17 GeV and for ρ 0 = 0 (0.6). We see that the resultant constraint is κ 0 < 0.32 and 171 GeV < M t < 174 GeV. By using Eq. (3), this allowed region for κ translates to the allowed region for the DM mass shown in Fig. 6 :
In Fig. 6 , we can see that there is a strong correlation between the top and DM masses. The relation between κ and m DM is rather complicated for κ < 0.04 (m DM < 130 GeV) [72] , and we show the region where m DM > 130 GeV in Fig. 6 . The MPP [16, 17, 18] and the Higgs inflation at the critical point [42, 43] 
10
17 GeV. 5 When we impose this flatness condition, the coupling κ, the DM mass m DM , and the top mass M t are completely fixed as functions of ρ 0 : 0.12 ≤ κ 0 ≤ 0.14,
where the lower and upper ends correspond to the parameter choice ρ 0 = 0 and 0.6, respectively. Here we have chosen m h = 126 GeV; the result is insensitive to the Higgs mass compared to the top mass. In Fig. 7 , we plot κ 0 , m DM , and M t as functions of Λ; again the lower and upper ends correspond to the parameter choice ρ 0 = 0 and 0.6, respectively. To be specific, we quote the numbers for the spin independent cross section for the DM-nucleon scattering [72] :
where we have put Eq. (3) in the last step. Both of the DM mass predictions (23) and (25) with the cross section (27) are well within the reach of the future DM detection experiments such as XENON1T [76] and LUX [77] . This scenario can also be tested by the strong correlation between the DM and top masses as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 .
From Fig. 7 , we see that we cannot get a flat potential for Λ > 10 17.8 GeV. This is because the larger the Λ is, the smaller the κ 0 becomes. κ 0 → 0 is the SM limit. In the SM, the scale of the flat potential, obtained by tuning M t = 171.1 GeV, is 10 17.8 GeV. When the DM decouples from the Higgs, it becomes impossible to raise the Higgs potential against the top Yukawa contribution.
If one wants, one can get the flat potential at higher Λ > 10 17.8 GeV by introducing the right handed neutrino. For simplicity, we consider the case where one neutrino Yukawa coupling is large. This coupling contributes to the RG running of λ above the Majarana mass similarly to the top Yukawa coupling. Therefore, balancing the contribution from the scalar DM and the right-handed neutrino, we can obtain the flat potential even above 10 17.8 GeV. For example, we get m DM = 820 GeV for M t = 173 GeV, Λ = 10 18 GeV, m h = 126 GeV, and ρ 0 = 0.1. See Appendix C for details. 
Conclusions
We have obtained the constraints on the DM mass m DM < 1000 GeV and on the top quark mass 171 GeV < M t < 174 GeV in the Higgs portal Z 2 singlet model, imposing the condition to achieve the Higgs inflation above the cutoff [41] . We can further fix the DM mass to be 400 GeV < m DM < 470 GeV if we impose the flatness of the potential around the string scale 10 17 GeV, λ ∼ β λ ∼ 0, as is required by the multiple point principle or by the Higgs inflation at the critical point. Both of these regions are testable in the near future by the direct and indirect DM detection experiments and by the precision measurement of the top quark pole mass.
We emphasize that the idea of the Higgs inflation above cutoff uses the fact the Higgs quartic coupling and its beta function become very close to zero around the string scale 10 17 GeV. Therefore, if the relation between the DM and top masses is confirmed, it suggests that the cutoff of the SM is around 10 17 GeV.
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This framework does not predict a particular value of the spectral index n s , but gives the tensor-to-scalar ratio r > 10 −3 . This prediction is consistent to the B-mode polarization detection by the BICEP2 experiment. It would be interesting to construct a model that makes the Higgs potential above the cutoff to be flat in field theory and in string theory [81] . 
Note added
While this paper was in preparation, there appeared Ref. [82] with similar subject. The result is in qualitative agreement with ours. Afterwards, there also appeared a related work [83] .
A Renormalization group equations
We summarize the two-loop RGEs: t + 30y 
where t = ln µ and N is the number of the real singlet scalar. The model we considered in the paper is N = 1. The general N case corresponds to the following replacement in the Lagrangian (1),
When we include right handed neutrino, the one-loop RGEs are given by
The one-loop bare mass is
B Concrete potential above cutoff
Here we show some examples of the concrete potential above cutoff.
• In Ref. [41] , we have shown the result for the log potential as a concrete example. Indeed, the Coleman-Weinberg potential in the cutoff theory leads to a log potential in the region where field value exceeds the cutoff; see Appendix B of Ref. [41] . That is, above Λ we get
This potential predicts n s 0.98 and r 10 −2 , which requires further modification because of the recent tensor mode result from the BICEP2 experiment [44] .
• In the spirit of Ref. [41] , we can make use of the flat Higgs potential, and force it to be further flat above Λ ∼ M P /ξ by introducing the non-minimal coupling ξ between the Higgs and Ricci scalar. While the original version of the Higgs inflation [88] predicts too small value of r to be consistent with the BICEP2 result, the above-stated strategy leads to sufficiently large r [42, 43] ; see also [89, 90, 91, 92] .
• If we get above the cutoff Λ
with c being a coefficient, then we obtain the chaotic inflation with the quadratic potential [93] . This is known to be consistent to the current observation of n s and r [94, 44] . This kind of quadratic potential is realized if the bare mass takes a tiny non-zero value after integrating out the heavy modes, while all other terms are much suppressed. More precisely, the Coleman-Weinberg potential in the bare perturbation theory is given by
where N i is the number of degrees of freedom, c i is the coupling to the Higgs, and λ B is the bare Higgs self coupling. If the top mass is 170 to 171 GeV, m 
and we obtain quadratic chaotic inflation.
C Right-handed neutrino
Let us examine the constraint on the Higgs portal Z 2 scalar model when we add the right handed neutrinos, in order to achieve the flat potential above 10 17.8 GeV and/or with a heavier top mass M t > 172 GeV. For simplicity, we add only one generation of neutrino:
Then the beta functions for y t , λ and κ are modified at the one-loop level: 
Μmin 10 GeV by blue lines from below to above, respectively, where µ min is the scale at which λ(µ) takes its minimum value, β λ (µ min ) = 0. We also plot a contour of λ min = 0 by the dashed (red) line, where λ min = λ(µ min ). Here y ν is chosen such that the seesaw mass of the neutrino becomes 0.1 eV. Other parameters are fixed to be m h = 126 GeV, M t = 173 GeV, and ρ 0 = 0. 
The modification due to the inclusion of the neutrino is in effect above the right handed Majorana mass scale, µ = M R . We see that y ν contribute negatively to the RG running of λ, similarly to y t . This effect is opposite to the inclusion of the scalar DM. Balancing these two, we can get the flat potential above 10 17.8 GeV and/or with a heavier top mass M t > 172 GeV, as is plotted in Fig. 9 . Here we have chosen the Yukawa y ν such that the neutrino mass becomes 0.1 eV. That is, we imposed 
at the scale µ = M R . We see from Fig. 9 that rather large κ ∼ 0.25 can realize the flat potential. This value of κ corresponds to the dark matter mass 820 GeV.
